Custom Operating Systems For
ARES Emergency Communications
Live USB & Virtual Machine Images

Once again I'm producing custom USB stick to bring older computers to life with a twist.
The usb stick will come in multiple ﬂavors of OS's and contain all needed applications, SOP's
and forms for use in digital and simple voice emergency communications as well as all contact
information for agencies and ARES members. All your tools in one space, updated for you as
updated data becomes available every quarter.
You simply put in the USB in any computer and turn it on having it boot from the USB stick and
you have your own operating systems with all your tools.
This can be used on an agencies computer or an older spare computer you may have laying
around not being used because its too slow, well lets make it usable again. After the USB is
removed the computer is back the way it was, never touched by your use.
A Virtual Machine is similar its free software installed on your computer, when you start the
Virtual Machine its boots a separate independent operating system just for Ecomm use. Never
changes anything on the host computer. Perfect for those sharing a computer at home with
others, as their environment is completely independent and only ran when needed.
The price is the cost of the USB Stick selected ($10.00 and up depending on size) and
$10.00 for set up and support. I’ll support you and your image for the entire time you use it.

Contact Marcus: KE6RHV@arrl.net or call 818-472-0977
All images and USB Sticks have WiFi and Networking Support.
Some Windows applications can be run in Linux like Winlink Express
Optional customs builds with PBX, Web Servers etc for enhanced communications on site.

Windows / Ubuntu / Lubuntu / Fedora
CentOS / Debian / BSD / Mint / OpenSUSE
Other Distros Available / Uniqe Custom Builds
Windows License Key Required

